**Scenarios:**

5. *When Lucy and Dylan were playing Lucy kept tickling him even when he said to stop, he was laughing so she thought he was ok.*

6. *When Brian is at his aunts she always gives him a big sloppy kiss.*

*Put up the rule on the board* and discuss what each of the children have done differently are there any things they could have done to help how they felt?

**Scenarios:**

7. *When Lucy was poorly the doctor had to put some cream on her privates because she was sore.*

8. *Fara helps give her baby brother a bath and washes his penis and his bum.*

9. *When Jay is getting changed for PE he thinks its funny to show off his penis to the other boys.*

10. *When Autumn has a bath and is alone she likes to touch herself between her legs, it feels nice.*

*Put up the rule on the board* and discuss what each of the children have done differently are there any things they could have done to help how they felt?

---

No one should touch us in a way we don’t like, especially our privates. If someone says no or stop these are important words and should always be listened to (even when said in fun).

The only time anyone is allowed to touch your privates is if we are asking for help, for example if we are sore or poorly or too little to wash ourselves properly, but if anyone touches our private parts, this should never be a secret.

We should only touch our privates in private.